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In the Phaedrus-T tokamak@R. Majeskiet al., Phys Fluids B5, 2506 ~1993!#, Alfvén waves are
indirectly driven by a fast wave antenna array. Small fractions of minority ions can couple Alfve´n
and ion–ion hybrid waves and have a large effect on the wave numbers accessible for a given
launched frequency. A discrete spectrum and toroidal damping for these modes has been identified
by measuring dispersion properties at the edge. Landau damping is predicted to be large and
spatially localized and to be responsible for the experimentally observed electron heating~T. Intrator
et al., ‘‘Alfvé n ion–ion hybrid wave heating in the Phaedrus-T tokamak,’’ to appear in Phys.
Plasmas! and current drive near the core of the tokamak plasmas. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~96!02603-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

For a magnetized plasma with gradients in density or
magnetic field, there have been many theoretical predictions
that Alfvén waves can have a resonance1 and heat the elec-
trons at a spatially localized surface.2,3 Some examples in-
clude the solar corona,4 in a tokamak,5 and in auroral arcs.6

Electron heating and current drive in the Alfve´n regime is
indirectly accessible in a tokamak using ICRF~ion cyclotron
range of frequencies! fast wave antenna heating systems that
take advantage of mode conversion from antenna launched
fast magnetosonic wave fields.

In the Phaedrus-T tokamak core electron heating7–9 and
current drive10,11 has been observed in the Alfve´n regime
below the hydrogen cyclotron frequency. The plasma was
nominally pure H1 with impurity minority species CVI. This
electron heating was shown to be caused by Alfve´n ion–ion
hybrid waves8 by comparing high-power heating shots with
low-power frequencyv swept measurements of wave num-
ber kz and dispersion relationsv(kz) at the plasma edge.

In this paper we are concerned with the further analysis
of these data, which shows for the first time the existence of
discrete eigenmode spectra for these hybrid modes. This is
similar to the well-known discrete spectrum for Alfve´n
waves in nominally one species plasmas, as measured on
many devices, including PRETEXT,12 Tokamak de Chauff-
age Alfvén TCA,13 Torus of the University of Sydney
TORTUS,14 Tokamak Experiment for Technically Oriented
Research~TEXTOR!.15 The discrete Alfve´n spectrum fol-
lows from many theoretical treatments of Alfve´n waves,
which include boundary conditions.16,17A cylindrical model,
not a toroidal one, appears to be adequate to explain the data
shown in this paper, even though the Phaedrus-T tokamak
has significant toroidicity at an aspect ratioA'3.7.

A low-power frequency sweep experiment was used to
measure the continuous and discrete dispersion properties,
wave damping, and a relation between wave damping and
fluctuations in the ensemble averages of measured wave
numbers. This relation will be referred to later as a statistical
fluctuation–dissipation relation. This wave behaves like an
Alfvénic wave associated not with the nominally pure hydro-
gen ion species, but with an ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n con-

tinuum. The presence of impurity ions such as fully stripped
CVI, D1 create a gap in the dispersion curve near the ion
minority gyrofrequency and add another mode above the
ion–ion hybrid frequency, as well as changing the discrete
Alfvén spectrum. This approach is a different way of looking
at the well-known ion–ion hybrid wave spectrum,8 and is not
limited to the hydrogen majority plasmas that we used in
Phaedrus-T.

II. ALFVÉN AND ALFVÉN-ION–ION-HYBRID MODES

When a plasma equilibrium is spatially inhomogeneous,
the linearized equations of magnetohydrodynamics~MHD!
allow waves with both continuous and discrete spectra. The
second-order differential equations usually associated with
the Alfvén waves in slab or cylindrical geometry admit two
solutions. One solution has non-square-integrable spatial
singularities18 located about equilibrium magnetic surfaces,
and is associated with the continuum component. The term
continuum refers here to the continuous range of frequencies
for which the Alfvén resonance can exist in a plasma.
Boundary conditions can be easily satisfied because the sin-
gular solutions are small everywhere, except at the resonance
location. For this Alfve´n-type resonance that we will be dis-
cussing, the dominant fields in cylindrical geometry are ra-
dial electric fieldEr and azimuthal magnetic fieldBu and

Er}Bu}~r2r 0!
21, ~1!

wheren0 is the resonant radius. The other solution is regular
~i.e., nonsingular!, and if boundary conditions can be satis-
fied, these regular solutions lead to a discrete spectrum for
the Alfvén waves. These solutions will form the discrete ra-
dial eigenmode spectrum that we discuss later for Alfve´nic
waves in Sec. IV.

For the cold plasma case~me→0! and if the equilibrium
plasma parameters are constant along magnetic field lines,
the resonance condition manifests itself as a singularity in
perpendicular wave number,

N'
25

~S2Ni
2!22D2

S2Ni
2 , ~2!

where
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are the Stix parameters19 for the dielectric tensor. The per-
pendicular resonance including the sum over minority ion
species contributions corresponds toNi

25S, where the sub-
script s refers to all the electron and ion species. The per-
pendicular refractive index isN'5ck'/v, the parallel one is
Ni5cki/v, k is the wave number,v is the wave angular
frequency,vp is the plasma frequency, andvc is the cyclo-
tron frequency.

Since the Alfvén wave has flux surface symmetry and
follows helical magnetic field lines, our launchedkz has a
corresponding theoretical parallel wave number,

ki5kz1
m

q~r !R0
5
n1m/q~r !

R0
, ~3!

wheren andm are, respectively, the toroidal and poloidal
mode numbers,R0 is the major radius on the axis where the
minor radiusr50, and the safety factor isq(r ). A schematic
of this cylinder geometry is shown in Fig. 1.

In the usual picture of the Alfve´n resonance, the cylin-
drically symmetric density andBu gradients allow the local
Alfvén speed,vA(r )5B(r )/[m0min(r )]

1/2 and frequency
vA(r ) to match the pump field phase speedvÖz ,

vA
2 ~r !5

@n1m/q~r !#2

R2 S 12
v2

vci
2 D vA2 ~r !, ~4!

where the ion cyclotron frequency isvcr(r50). If vÖz

,ve , theory predicts16,20,21 mode conversion to a kinetic
Alfvén wave~KAW !, with substantial Landau damping onto
the electrons.

In the Phaedrus-T high-power radio frequency~RF!
heating experiment7 that we mention in the Introduction, the
ion species mix consisted of a majority H, with a heavier
minority of impurity carbon that could not be reduced below
nC/nH'1%–2%. The heating and current drive effects were
largest atv ' 0.7vcH(r 5 0). This fact and others led to our
suspicion that the observed electron heating was due to an
Alfvénic ion–ion hybrid wave, and motivated a series of low
RF power wave physics experiments. We added heavier ion
species fractions such as deuterium, and covered the range
nD/nH'0%–200%. We believe that the mode converted
wave is an Alfvén wave associated not with the nominally
pure hydrogen ion species, but with a hybrid wave that fol-
lows from the coupling of the minority species with the Al-
fvén continuum. These Alfve´n ion–ion hybrid waves occur
at frequencies above the ion–ion hybrid frequencyvi i ,

v i i
2

vc2
2 5

11rz /Vz

11rzVz
, ~5!

where the ion gyrofrequencies for species 1 and 2 arevc1
andvc2, rz5nzmz/~nHmH! andVz5vc2/vc15ZmH/mz are,
respectively, the mass density and gyrofrequency ratios for
ion species 2 with respect to ion species 1~species 1 is hy-
drogen here!.

The theoretically expected dispersion for the pure H
Alfvén continuum,

v

vcH
5

k i

~11k i
2!1/2

, ~6!

asymptotes tov ' vcH as ki gets large. The toroidal and
parallel wave numberskz and ki are normalized to the ion
skin depth at r50 so that kz5kzc/vpH(r50) and k i

5kic/vpH(r50), wherevpH is the hydrogen ion plasma
frequency.

The presence of impurity ions such as C, D adds another
mode to the Alfve´n continuum dispersion22 abovev.vi i ,
and a gap at the ion gyrofrequency of the minority species
vc2,v,v i i , along with the Alfvén branch associated with
the lower gyrofrequency ion, and changes the discrete Alfve´n
spectrum as well.23 For simplicity, we will refer to the lower
branch as Alfve´nic and the upper one as the hybrid branch.
Borg and Cross24 may have observed these types of waves in
the small tokamak TORTUS.

Elfimov23 et al.Used a cold plasma local approximation
~i.e., a slab model! for the cylinder hybrid Alfvén continuum
and showed that theNi

25S condition can be written down
analytically as

S vAH
6

vcH
D 2

5
11rz1j6$@11rz1j#224k i

2@rz1A2~11k i
2!#%1/2

2@rz1A2~11k i
2!#

.

~7!

The left-hand side is the Alfve´n hybrid frequency spectrum
normalized to the hydrogen cyclotron frequency as a func-
tion of wave number whereA5Vz

215mz/ZmH , j5ki
2~1

1A2!. The ‘‘extra’’ hybrid mode in Eq.~7! is the finitekz

FIG. 1. Schematic of the basic cylindrical (r ,u,z) geometry, wherez is the
toroidal direction parallel to the background magnetic fieldB0 and the elec-
tron tokamak current. The positive current flows in the direction of waves
traveling the short way around the torus from antenna to B-dot probes. The
antenna array straps and B-dot probes are situated on the low-field side, and
the shearedBu field is also indicated.
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generalization of the well-known Buchsbaum–Bers25 ion–
ion hybrid resonance. Atv5vi i we have the parallel cutoff
limit kz→0 of the perpendicular resonancekr→`. Typically
in the tokamak case, where the standard approximation is a
slab model with gradients inB(r ) andn(r ) perpendicular to
the backgroundB0 field, a local estimate withkz fixed and
variablekr is used. For our dispersion relation approach in
Eq. ~7!, we have fixedkr and solved forkz . This is a differ-
ent way of looking at an old problem.

In the following sections we will display two base cases
for comparison, with nominally pure hydrogennC/nH'1.4%
during Ohmic discharges, compared with a different case in-
cluding added minoritynD/nH'25%, which from Eq.~5! is
equivalent tonC/nH'4.25%.

III. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

Phaedrus-T is a medium-sized tokamak26 with a major
radiusR050.93 m, minor radiusa50.25 m, with a central
electron temperatureTe~0!'400–600 eV. In order to inves-
tigate the wave physics, we performed low RF power experi-
ments on standard Ohmic tokamak discharges, where RF-
induced core electron heating was observed.7–9 The plasma
current wasI p'70 kA, edgeq(a)'3.7, line average density
^ne&'831018 m23. A two strap fast wave antenna array had
two toroidally spaced poloidal current straps driving low
phase velocity wave fields. The frequency was swept from
far below to abovevcH , while maintaining strap phasing of
o” ant5@0,p#. The measured peak and minimum of the vacuum
kz spectrum werekz'0.2 and 0.0 cm21, respectively. This
experiment was very similar to a frequency sweep experi-
ment carried out on TEXTOR,13 where they identified a dis-
crete MHD Alfvén spectrum.

Four 30 ms sweeps consisting of a 20 ms sweep plus 10
ms of dead time were carried out per shot. The 200 ms tok-
amak shot typically had a plasma flat top period of 100 ms,
so that at least several of the sweeps had usable data. The
frequency tracking linearity of the sweep was verified by
directly digitizing the frequency sweep time record. Typical
frequency resolution was set by the digitizer sample rate of
40 K sample/s, which for a 2–10 MHz sweep over 20 ms
corresponded to 10 kHz change in sweep frequency during
each sample. This may have limited our resolution of dis-
crete eigenmode structures that appear in the data shown in
this paper.

The frequency source was a Wavetek 178 frequency
sweepable signal generator, power split to provide both a
local oscillator reference for a broadband vector voltmeter
and RF driver signal for a low-power 0°–180° hybrid split-
ter. The split signal drove two broadband power amplifiers,
which excited the two antenna straps through matched
lengths of cable with@0,p# phasing.7 The antennas were
driven through a voltage measurement feedpoint, inserted so
as to avoid the series matchbox capacitor, and drive the par-
allel combination of the strap inductance and parallel match-
ing capacitor directly. The parallel capacitor was adjusted to
the minimum value so that the resonance was at the highest
possible frequency~.25 MHz!.

Amplitudes and phases of the antenna drive signals, an-
tenna circulating currents, and B-dot probes23 in the plasma

were monitored. Group delaystG5]f/]v derived from sig-
nal phaseo” ~v! corresponding to cable length and electronic
delays were measured as a function of frequency, and were
normalized out of the phase measurements. Circulating cur-
rent was of the order of 4Arms.

Wave magnetic fields were measured with B-dot27

probes at a minor radius ofr522.5 cm, 2.5 cm on the plasma
side of the limiter, i.e. in the plasma on the equatorial plane,
approximately 90 cm toroidally from the antenna array, and
630 cm the other way around the torus.. Assuming that there
were damped waves propagating asB(v,kz ;z)
' Bei @kz(v)z1mu2vt# 5 Beif(v), we inferredacomplex-valued
kz(v)5Re(kz)1 i •Im(kz) from the signal phase and ampli-
tudes ensemble averaged over many shots. We inferred the
wave number with a two probekz(v) measurement, where
kz was assumed to be the phase difference divided by the
probe separation along a toroidal arc. We note that the phase
speedvo”z 5 v/kz as well as the group speedvWG5]v/]kW can
be inferred from frequency swept data. In this case, the di-
rection from the antenna to the B-dot probes corresponded to
kz,0, wherekz.0 would be parallel to the backgroundB0
field and antiparallel to the plasma~ion! current, as seen in
Fig. 1.

From the phase shifts of the shear field componentBu ,
we measured the average values of the wave dispersion prop-
erties kz(v). Statistical properties of the collective modes,
wave dispersion, and damping properties were accessible by
ensemble averaging the realizations over many tokamak
shots, and multiple sweeps within shots, and over the neigh-
borhood frequency points to each composite dataset.

IV. FREQUENCY SWEEP DATA

A. Dispersion

Even though the fast wave antenna is nominally a com-
pressionalBz launcher, substantial shear fields are launched

28

from feeds and near fields, and the shear Alfve´n wave~SAW!
we seek has principally shear polarization. It is well known
that near an Alfve´n resonance zone, the wave group speed
slows down and theBu wave energy ‘‘piles up’’ and swells.
Historically the experimental signature of Alfve´n waves,
even at the core of a largely inaccessible plasma, has been
observed to be the edgeBu wave field,12–14,29so our use of
edge B-dot probes to measure core wave properties has some
tradition behind it.

For a nominally pure H1 plasma witho” ant5@0,p#, the
results of an ensemble-averagedkz(v) measurements are
shown in Fig. 2, where toroidal mode numbern5kzR0,0 is
indicated on the top axis and normalized wave numberkz

5 kzc/vpH(r 5 0) on the bottom. Frequency is normalized to
the ion gyrofrequency on axisvcH(r 5 0). The theoretically
expected dispersion for the pure H Alfve´n continuum is in-
dicated with a dotted line. We plot the relation given by the
slab model equation~6! for v(k i)/vcH as a function ofkz ,
for m521, where we have used Eq.~3! and invoked an
average value of the safety factor^q&52. We have plotted
them521 dispersion, because this is what is expected for
the mode converted shear wave, even though the directly
launched compressionalBz wave fields havem511. Both
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are within the broad measured poloidal mode spectrum of
22,m,2 that our antenna launches.

The split hybrid Alfvén continua from the slab model
equation~7!, including our actual impurity fraction of 1.4%
carbon, has been calculated for the perpendicular resonance
Ni
25S. The two split branches include the hybrid branch

abovevi i ~dot–dashed! and the Alfvénic branch belowvcD

5 vcH/2 ~dash–dot–dotted!, as shown in Fig. 2, along with
the frequency gap in between. The hybrid branch asymptotes
to v5vi i at smallukiu5ukz1m/qR0u→0, which form521
corresponds tokz52m/qR0'or kz'0.03.0, i.e., to the left
of the vertical axis atkz50. The Alfvénic branch~dash–dot–
dotted! on the bottom half of Fig. 2 asymptotes tov
5 0.5vcH at largeukiu, i.e., askz→21. For these discussions
we will refer to the continuum and its boundary as the Alfve´n
continuum, even though the reader must bear in mind that we
usually will be referring to the ion–ion hybrid branch of the
split Alfvénic spectrum.

The hybrid ~dot–dashed! and Alfvénic ~dash–dot–
dotted! lines are the slab model Alfve´nic continua evaluated
for the on axisB0 and density. This also approximately cor-
responds to the lower-frequency edge of the continua in a
cold plasma MHD cylinder model specified by the highest
density on axis atr50. A kinetic calculation of antenna load-
ing includingq(r ) profiles could also be displayed as a con-
tour on a dispersion diagram like Fig. 2. This continuum
edge turns out to be more consistent with discrete modes,
which are described in the next section. We note in passing
that there are also backward propagating waves in the ‘‘for-
bidden’’ frequency gapvcD , v , v i i , which turn out to be
highly damped in the toroidal direction.

In Fig. 3~a! we show the phase data from the B-dot
probes along with calculations, but for an expanded scale in
the region of interest. The measured dispersion fits approxi-

mately in the region for the slab fluid model of Eq.~7!. The
range in slab modelv~kz! for the ion–ion hybrid branch
corresponding to them521 ~dash–dotted! and m511
~dash–dash–dotted! is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Similarly, the
Alfvénic branch corresponding form521 ~dash–dot–
dotted! andm511 ~dash–dashed! is also shown in Fig. 3~a!.
The circles and diamonds correspond to the predicted dis-
crete eigenmode mode structure that is seen more clearly in
the measured damping and discussed in the next section.

Figure 3~b! shows the same type of dataset as Fig. 3~a!
for a dispersion curve displayed asv/vcH(r50) vs
kzc/vpH(r50), but for a substantial fraction of D impurity,
nD/nH525%. The vertical scale has been expanded to show
the region of interest and dispersion of the hybrid branch.
The whole dispersion curve has moved upward in frequency
with the gap now belowv ' 0.6vcH(r 5 0), as expected.We
use the same labeling convention as for Fig. 3~a!, and indi-
cate slab model estimations form561 hybrid andm561
Alfvénic branches. We will return to these figures when we
discuss the discrete mode spectrum in the next section.

B. Discrete mode structure

The discrete spectrum of the Alfve´nic and hybrid
branches has been calculated withISMENE.16,30 ISMENE is a
one-dimensional~radial! cylinder model computer code that
includes kinetic effects and radial derivatives equivalent to
second order inkr

2r l
2, axial plasma current, and mode con-

version and Alfve´n continuum, kinetic Alfve´n waves~KAW !,
ion Bernstein waves~IBW!, and discrete Alfve´n eigenmodes
~DAE!. On a dispersion diagramv(k) such as Figs. 2 and 3,
the calculated discrete modes form a series that crosses the
m521 continuum boundary. In a slab or MHD cylinder
model, the Alfvén resonances can exist for values ofv, k

FIG. 2. Axial wave numberkz and toroidal mode number for the low-power
sweep experiment withB050.8 T, ^ne&5831018 m23, estimated
nC/nH51.4%. Herekz is inferred from B-dotBu data, and is shown as a
dispersion plot of normalized frequencyv/vcH versus the normalized wave
numberkz 5 kzc/vpH(r 5 0). The calculated slab model continuum bound-
aries form521 are shown for the pure hydrogen Alfve´n mode~dotted line!,
the Alfvénic branch~dash–dotted! below v/vcH 5 v/vcD0.5 and hybrid
branch~dash–dot–dotted! abovevi i for v/vcH . 0.53. TheISMENE calcu-
lated discrete modes are shown in circles where the filled circles correspond
to the largest calculated loading. TheISMENE calculated surface eigenmodes
for both Alfvénic and ion–ion hybrid branches corresponding to surface
quasielectrostatic waves~SQEW! are also indicated with diamonds. The
B-dot data do not resemble the SQEW predictions.

FIG. 3. Dispersion plots are shown with expanded frequency scale to show
the hybrid branch in more detail. Circles indicateISMENE calculated discrete
modes, filled circles indicate modes with the largest predicted loading, and
diamonds correspond to the calculated SQEW edge low-density modes.
Normalized frequency isv/vcH(r 5 0) on the hybrid branch that is above
vi i and is plotted against normalized wave numberkz 5 kzc/vpH for the
low-power sweep experiment withB050.8 T, ^ne&5831018 m23. Actual
sweep frequency in MHz is on the right-hand axis. The poloidal mode
numbers used for the slab model calculated continuum edge are keyed as
m521 hybrid mode ~dash–dotted!, m511 hybrid mode ~dash–dash–
dotted!, m521 Alfvénic mode ~dash–dot–dotted!, andm511 Alfvénic
mode ~dash–dashed!. ~a! Estimated minority species density fraction
nC/nH51.4%. ~b! EstimatednD/nH525%.
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with phase speedsv/ki that can be no slower than those at
the continuum boundary. On thev2k dispersion diagram the
Alfvén continuum, i.e., the spectrum of resonances lies
above them521 ion–ion hybrid continuum boundary, as
shown by the dash–dotted lines in Figs. 2 and 3. The calcu-
lated discrete modes are not resonances, but eigenmodes that
transition from surface wave DAE’s at lowunu to global
Alfvén eigenmodes~GAE! at largerunu. TheseISMENE cal-
culations were carried out as frequency scans for each as-
sumed discreten, and the frequency at peak loading was
identified as the mode of interest. The radial profiles we as-
sumed for theISMENE calculations are shown in Fig. 4,
where we use the dimensionless radiusr5r /a. The density
was taken to be parabolicne(r )/ne(0)512r2, electron tem-
peratureTe(r )/Te(0)5~12r2!2, the ion temperatureTi(r )
was taken to be equal toTe(r ), the loop voltage was taken to
be 2 V, and the effective ionic charge wasZeff52.3. The
calculated Spitzer resistivity yields a current densityJ~r! and
safety factorq~r! profile that are consistent with our mea-
sured edgeq~r51! and measuredTe~r! for the Phaedrus-T
tokamak.

In Fig. 3 the calculated discrete spectrum is indicated by
the circles, where the filled ones correspond to the modes
with the largest predicted loading. The discrete modes lie
near the slab approximation~B0, n at r50! continuum edge
for both Alfvén and hybrid branches. The continuum, as ex-
plained in Sec. II, is the continuous frequency range that
admits Alfvén resonant solutions inside the bounded plasma
cylinder. The lower-frequency bound of the Alfve´n con-
tinuum corresponds to the maximum density at the core,
which in turn gives the lowest Alfve´n speed and lowest
Alfvén frequency according to Eq.~4!. In Fig. 2 the Alfvén
branch for the swept frequency data in Fig. 2~v!vi i , v
, vcD portion! probably includes discrete modes associated

with partially stripped ion species, but still qualitatively
looks like an Alfvén dispersion characteristic.

Since there aren(r ) andq(r ) gradients in the cylinder,
the dispersion from Eq.~7! only indicates the lower edge of
the highest-densityvA~r50! @see Eq.~4!# in the Alfvén con-
tinuum. But discrete surface modes associated with the low-
density plasma edge gradient can also be calculated with
ISMENE and are indicated with diamonds in Figs. 2 and 3.
The swept frequency data coincide with the dispersion rela-
tion associated with the lower Alfve´n continuum edge and
high-density core, and not the calculated discrete surface
modes associated with the low-density edge~sometimes
called surface quasielectrostatic modes13,16!.

In Fig. 5~a! we show the damping Im(kz)/Re(kz) mea-
sured with pairs of probes on an expanded scale, for a nomi-
nally pure H plasma. Calculated DAE modes occur atn 26
to 28 andn5211 to 216 on the hybrid branch, and they
correlate with measured dips in damping. The sharpness of
the discrete structure may be blurred from the spread~64%!
in density for the shots and multiple frequency sweeps in this
data ensemble, and possibly toroidicity effects.

In Fig. 5~b! we show the frequency spectrum of damping
Im(kz)/Re(kz) for the case of substantial D impurity fraction,
wherenD/nH'25%. The circles represent the discrete modes
predicted byISMENE, with solid ones having the largest pre-
dicted loading. The calculated DAE~n525 to212! discrete
modes on the hybrid branchdo correlate with dips in frac-
tional damping, as expected for resonant modes.

C. Fluctuation dissipation relation

For many-particle systems in or near thermodynamic
equilibrium, the fluctuation–dissipation theorem furnishes a
connection between the dissipation of excited modes and the

FIG. 4. For theISMENE calculations we assumed radial profiles of densityn,
electron temperatureTe , safety factorq, and current densityJT , and
Zeff52.3.

FIG. 5. Fractional damping given by the measured ratio Im(kz)/Re(kz) for
frequency swept data, where we show the hybrid branch on an expanded
frequency scale. The circles indicateISMENE calculated discrete modes, with
filled circles corresponding to those modes with the largest predicted load-
ing. The right-hand axis shows the discrete toroidal mode numbern, which
also corresponds to the data in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. ~a! For estimated
nC/nH51.4%, there is a correspondence betweenISMENE calculated discrete
modes and local minima in damping for toroidal modesn527 to 28 and
n5211 to216. ~b! For estimatednD/nH525%, there is a correspondence
betweenISMENE calculated discrete modes and local minima in damping for
toroidal modesn524 to 212.
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correlation function of the forces or quantities that drive that
dissipation. This theorem is a fundamental property of many
statistical systems and connects the equilibrium properties
~fluctuations! with irreversible processes~dissipation! that
drive the system away from equilibrium. In our case the
wave numberkz measurements follow from a two-point cor-
relation functions that have been ensemble averaged, and
Figs. 2 and 3 show our measured frequency spectra ofkz .
The dissipation follows from the imaginary part of the linear
response function, or the measured wave damping frequency
spectrum, such as shown in Fig. 5. Landau damping is pre-
sumed to couple wave energy to the electrons, which results
in the electron heating we measure.7–9 Therefore wave en-
ergy and momentum is carried away from the waves via
Coulomb electron–electron collisions.

We make two assumptions about the statistics. First, that
the measurement time is much shorter than the dissipation
time, so that it is the dissipation that dominates the decorre-
lation process. The correlation measurement time scale is
presumed to be of the order of the transit time of the Alfve´n
wave between the two B-dot probes, or approximately
tcorr'50 ns. The dissipation time for electron–electron col-
lisions from Spitzer resistivity is approximatelytdiss'5–20
ms. Second, we assume that the process is stationary, i.e. that
the correlation depends only the time~or spatial! separation
of the measurements. Thus, successive frequency sweeps ev-
ery 30 ms are uncorrelated and separated by a time longer
than the dissipation time. The sample time per data point
during each sweep was 25ms, which was of the order of the
dissipation time, so that there is some utility in regarding
data from successive sweeps as equivalent to a time history
of correlation measurements.

Here Re(kz) was calculated as an average over an en-
semble of datasets. For the many realizations in the en-
semble, the distribution of calculated wave numbers also had
some spread about the mean. We will express this jitter in the
data as a standard deviationsk(t) time record,

sk~ t !5„^k~ t !&22^k2~ t !&…1/2, ~8!

in the same units ask, where the bracketŝ & signify an
ensemble average.

In Fig. 6~a! we compare the measured damping fraction
Im(kz)/Re(kz) ~dashed lines! from Fig. 5 and the calculated
standard deviationsk ~solid lines!, both as a function of the
swept frequency. Increased damping correlates well with in-
creased jittersk in the average wave number for this nomi-
nally pure H plasma. The indicated discrete modes also cor-
respond to local~v,kz! regions with reduced damping and
sk . The standard deviationssk of the calculated Re(kz) from
the ensemble ofnD/nH525% datasets is shown in units ofk
in Fig. 6~b!. The sk jitter spectrum shown in Fig. 6~b! in-
creases when wave damping increases, and also where the
dispersion relation transitions to anomalous dispersion char-
acter. By anomalous we mean that the group velocity appears
to be unphysically large or negative, as is apparent from
inspection of Figs. 2 and 3. With large dampingvG is not an
appropriate description of a wave packet.31

These data indicate that some sort of fluctuation dissipa-
tion relation holds for the statistical ensemble of these

damped waves. This also suggests that the dissipation in
question is a truly irreversible departure from the equilibrium
fluctuation spectrum, consistent with the electron heating
observed7–9 in Phaedrus-T at the samev/vcH(r 5 0) ' 0.7.
As will be shown in Sec. V, there is a connection betweenBu

we measure at the edge,Ez at the resonance location, and the
associated electrostatic damping. Hence, there is a legitimate
link between thekz correlation functions we invoke and the
damping they engender. If some phase mixing phenomena or
three-wave coupling was cascading the energy away from
the region of interest, we would expect to see the ‘‘missing’’
energy correlated at some other frequency. This issue merits
further investigation.

D. Polarization and mode structure

The ISMENE model we rely on for interpreting much of
our data predicts wave polarizations that are qualitatively
similar to our measurements. In this section we show probe
data for the two cases of minority concentration and compare
them with ISMENE results. For a nominally pure H plasma,
Fig. 7 shows the magnitude of theBu data from a B-dot
probe 90 cm~the ‘‘short’’ way around the torus! from the
antenna. There is enhanced shearBu for the hybrid branch
abovev.v i i (r50) and Alfvén branch belowv , vcD(r
5 0). The discrete mode numbers predicted byISMENE for
nC/nH51.4% are indicated by the circles, filled ones having
the largest predicted loading, with then,0 values shown on
the right-hand axis. Enhancement ofBu is apparent for
n525,26 on the Alfvén branch andBu , B1 for n527,28,
211,212 on the hybrid branch. As will be seen later, the
higher-frequency region of the hybrid branch has moreB1

character, whereB15(Br1 iBu)/& is the left-hand circu-
larly polarized ~LHCP! component of the field. There are
also waves~different polarization,m! in the frequency gap

FIG. 6. Jitter frequency spectrumsk~v! is shown by the solid line in units
given by the left-hand axis evaluated over the ensemble of the datasets. This
is compared with fractional damping~dashed line! given by the measured
ratio Im(kz)/Re(kz) in units specified by the right-hand axis. The discrete
mode numbers are the same as Figs. 3 and 5.~a! Estimated minority species
density fractionnC/nH51.4%. ~b! For estimatednD/nH525%.
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vcD , v , v i i apparently propagating ‘‘backward’’~kz.0
from Fig. 2! the ‘‘long’’ way around the torus, with a path-
length of at least 650 cm.

Figure 8 shows the wave polarization measured at the
B-dot probe 90 cm from the antenna fornD/nH525%
datasets. The shearBu ~solid! and LHCPB1 ~dashed! com-
ponents are indicated. A change occurs in wave character
from shear polarization in the smallkz , lower-frequency por-
tion of the DAE series~n'27 to212! to LHCP polarization
for v.vi i GAE modes atn5215. The global GAE mode is
on the other side of the continuum edge from the DAE
modes. The entire discrete series approaches the Alfve´n con-
tinuum edge~see dispersion diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3!, and
after they cross the edge they become GAE’s.

The data in Fig. 8 can be compared withISMENE calcu-
lations of the radial field profiles expected for these discrete
modes. Figure 9 showsISMENE calculated discrete Alfve´n
mode fields on the hybrid branchv.vi i for the LHCP field
B1 as a function of discrete toroidal mode numbern and
minor radiusr . The plasma parameters wereTe~0!5500 eV,
nD/nH525%,m521, the rest of the profiles as given in Fig.
4. Eachn corresponds to a differentv at the loading peak as
we track a dispersion relation such as the one in Fig. 3. The
GAE’s are predicted to be LHCP near the core forn'28 to
216, as well as exhibit some surface wave LHCP fields at
the edge. Figure 9 shows that asunu increases, edgeB1 also
increases gradually, and then asn passes by210, B1

doubles. This is similar to the Fig. 8 data. To avoid com-
pressing the vertical scale, peak values ofB1 for n5212,
215 are truncated atr,7 cm, so thatB1 is considerably
larger than it appears. The edge behavior is qualitatively
similar to the Fig. 8 data.

Figure 10 showsISMENE calculatedBu radial profiles for
DAE’s. Inside the continuum theBu fields have more of a
surface wave character and are dominantly shear polarized
for n'0 to27. The edgeBu field comes up and then beyond
n527 decreases, and then byn5211 theBu crashes down
again. This is the same trend, as Fig. 7 shows for edgeBu

fields during a frequency sweep, wherev or unu increase,
although the match is not impressive. There is a transition
between the surface wave character for lowukzu and unu
'5–9 to global wave character at increasedv and unu'10–
12. The transitions in polarization in Fig. 7 and from the
surface to global wave in Figs. 8 and 9 are apparent and
occur for the minimally damped frequency range 7.5–8.5
MHz. In general, the DAE’s have more shearBu and the
GAE’s have more LHCPB1 .

FIG. 7. Amplitudes of wave shearBu ~solid line! and LHCPB1 ~dashed
line! fields from the frequency swept data of Fig. 6 for estimated
nC/nH51.4%, where the top axis indicates the frequency in MHz. The
circles indicateISMENE calculated discrete modes, with filled circles corre-
sponding to those modes with the largest predicted loading. Toroidal mode
numbers appear on the right-hand axis. The dashed lines call attention to a
correspondence between calculated discrete modes and local maxima in
field amplitudes for2n55, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, and 13 on both branches.

FIG. 8. Amplitudes of wave shearBu ~solid line! and LHCPB1 ~dashed
line! fields from frequency swept data for estimatednD/nH525%, where the
top axis indicates the frequency in MHz and toroidal mode numbers are
shown on the right-hand axis. The wave fields transition from shear to
LHCP polarization as the frequency and wave number increase up the dis-
persion curve from 7.5 to 8.5 MHz, corresponding to Fig. 10. The ion–ion
hybrid frequencyv i i (r50) is shown as well.

FIG. 9. Radial profiles ofISMENE calculatedB1 fields are shown for each
eigenmode withnD/nH525% equivalent tonC/nH54.25%. There is a tran-
sition between the discrete surface mode DAE character for lowunu and core
global eigenmode GAE character for largerunu. Note the logarithmic scale.
LHCPB1 field profiles are shown here, where scales for peak values ofB1

for n5212,215 have been suppressed to avoid compressing the vertical
scale. Forunu>12 the GAE’s are characterized by LHCP polarization both in
the core and at the edge.
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V. EDGE MEASUREMENTS OF CORE WAVE
PHYSICS?

It is striking that the dispersion characteristics measured
on the edge of a tokamak plasma, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
could track the wave physics in the core. We claim that the
phase of the shearBu field appears to be a robust diagnostic
of the core wave character. In Fig. 11, we showISMENE16,30

calculations of theBu(r ) phase as a function of radius at the
maximum computed antenna loading, for example, eigen-
modes atn525,210,m521. These two cases show mode
conversion near the edge~n525! and the core~n5210!.
All these Alfvén and Alfvén-hybrid modes are variations of
surface modes, with mode conversion from fast magneto-
sonic waves to KAW or IBW with significantEz and largekr
and damping somewhere in the density gradient. Whether
this kinetic ion–ion hybrid wave is in fact a KAW or IBW, or
whether there exists a meaningful distinction atNi

25S, is
still an open question, and merits further investigation. The
KAW and IBW both appear to be highly electrostatic, mostly
perpendicular propagating waves with largekr

2r i
2.

After launch from the antenna, the evanescent fast mag-
netosonic wave has a stationary phase at the edge. Near the
resonance radius the waveBu field in the plasma acquires
large localkr and during mode conversion phase shifts byp
radians across the resonance. Inside the resonance there is a
stationary phase radial standing wave in the core. TheBu

field reversal arises at the KAW resonance zone analogous to
the driven harmonic oscillator when the pump frequency
crosses the resonant frequency. TheBr field is continuous
and slowly varying across this region, so that we can invoke
Ampère’s law in the region ofBu discontinuity in the poloi-
dal r -u plane,

E “3B–dS' R Bu•dl'E m0Jz•dS. ~9!

The surface integral of“3B is nonzero because the line
integral contributions from theu path add and those on ther
path cancel, wherer is at the centroid of the phase jump,

R B–dl'E
0

Du

Bu~r1Dr !du1E
r1Dr

r2Dr

Br dr8

1E
Du

0

~2Bu!~r2Dr !du1E
r2Dr

r1Dr

Br dr8

'2Bur Du. ~10!

This Bu discontinuity is necessary to support the axial wave
currentsJz associated with the KAW electrostaticEz and
Landau damping, along with the consequent heating and cur-
rent drive.

Figure 12 shows that the calculatedBu ~r'core, edge!
phases of the individual modes track each other for each
toroidal mode number~n521 to 215!. Each core value
~boxes! is approximatelyp radians out of phase with the
corresponding edge~diamonds! value. Calculations were for
the discrete mode frequencies corresponding to maximum
antenna loading, as indicated in Fig. 3~a!.

Given the wave model and discrete spectrum we have
presented, the edge phase ofBu(r ) appears to track the core
phase of those discrete modes that exist. Therefore the edge
measurement of a core dispersion relation is possible. The
above signatures could conceivably be an accident of phase

FIG. 10. Radial profiles ofISMENE calculatedBu fields are shown for each
eigenmode withnD/nH525%. The DAE’s tend to have more shear polariza-
tion at the edge and transition to shear fields that appear progressively far-
ther into the core asunu increases.

FIG. 11. TypicalISMENE calculations, showing radial profiles of the wave
phase for shearBu(r ) with nD/nH525%. We show examples for discrete
toroidal modes with fields in the core~n5210! and fields nearer to the edge
~n525!. The jump in phase ofp radians at the Alfve´n resonance location is
evident, although it is not clear whether this should be called an IBW or
KAW.

FIG. 12. ISMENE calculations of wave phase for each discrete toroidal eigen-
mode forBu evaluated at the edge~squares! and in the core~diamonds!. The
difference between the edge and core phase is a constantp radians, except
for n522,211. Given the discrete eigenspectrum, an edge phase measure-
ment ofBu appears to be a useful diagnostic of core fields.
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mixing by neighboringn components. But as we saw in Figs.
9 and 10, spatial structures are similar for neighboring toroi-
dal mode numbern, so neighboring overlap would not
change the story much.

VI. CONCLUSION

To our knowledge the discrete mode structure of the
Alfvénic ion–ion hybrid branch has never been measured
before. As one increasesv or unu or ukzu, the discrete mode
series crosses the Alfve´n continuum boundary, as we show in
Figs. 2 and 3. As we see in Figs. 9 and 10 these wave modes
have sufficient global character to exist in the core, but also
retain remanent surface fields so that they are susceptible to
pumping by an antenna at the plasma edge. In the final
analysis, this may be why pumping at the transition between
Alfvénic DAE and core GAE modes from the edge is a use-
ful scenario for the Phaedrus-T tokamak.

The Phaedrus-T experiments presented here along with
the heating and current drive results have been carried out in
a significantly different regime than the TCA
experiments13,16 that defined the genre of Alfve´n heating ex-
periments. Our wave frequency was near the cyclotron fre-
quencyv/vcH(r 5 0)' 0.7& 1, and our toroidalmode num-
bers were largeunu@1. The TCA frequency was very low
v/vcH(r 5 0)' 0.1! 1, with small toroidalunu50,2,4. This
removes us from the MHD regime of TCA and others, and
requires us to include finitev/vci Hall term effects that are
of the same order or larger than the toroidicity effects. For
the Phaedrus-T frequency range and serendipitous small
fraction of minority impurity ions, it may be that access to
core GAE modes is more effective than was possible on the
TCA tokamak. We argue that dispersion diagrams like Fig. 3
explain how this would facilitate access to the core using
antennas on the edge, and may involve access to the ion
Bernstein wave~IBW! at the mode conversion region.

It may also be why our heating and current drive results
are more clear than the TCA13,16 experiments. For our toka-
mak experiment, the electron heating7–9 and current
drive10,11 effects were strongest atv/vcH(r50)'0.7. In
Fig. 3~a!, this would put our optimum regime at the upper
frequency end of the DAE series, just as the DAE modes
cross the continuum edge~at n5211,212,213! into the re-
gion where GAE modes can exist atn5214,215. For other
tokamaks this may also turn out to be a useful approach to
pump RF power into the core, or to maintain Alfve´n wave
current drive off axis.10,11

We have shown how the more familiar
Buchsbaum–Bers25 ion–ion ~k'→`! hybrid resonance is the
parallel cutoff limit ~ki→0, S50! of the general finitekiÞ0
case, i.e. the Alfve´nic ion–ion hybrid mode. Even though the
Phaedrus-T experiment worked best with a H majority spe-
cies, the explanations above do not require H majority plas-
mas. They only depend on two or more ion species with
different gyrofrequencies and a minority fraction that setsvi i

near the desired mode conversion location. For larger toka-
maks such as Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor TFTR,32 ion–ion
hybrid mode conversion scenarios have been exploited for
radially localized electron heating and current drive.

In the search for electron current drive schemes, waves
with low parallel phase velocity are ideal candidates because
they interact with the large bulk electron distribution. The
few choices consist of ion Bernstein waves~IBW!, Alfvén
waves~AW!, kinetic AW ~KAW !, and the Alfvénic ion–ion
hybrid waves discussed in this paper. In the usual Stix nota-
tion, the notion of akr→` perpendicular resonance at some
Ni
25S location holds equally well for the well-known Alfve´n

resonance and the ion–ion hybrid resonance. In these cases
the IBW can appear between harmonics of the heavier spe-
cies, so these waves are all related at theNi

25S resonance.
Aside from the fact that the IBW occurs between gyrohar-
monics and the KAW is usually regarded as existing below
the gyrofrequencyv,vci , the physical manifestations of the
two waves appear to be very similar. They are both highly
damped, largely electrostatic, mostly radially propagating
kr@kz waves, with largekrr i'1, whereri is the ion gyro-
radius. From the standpoint of theISMENE code, we cannot
decide whether to call the resonance and jump in theBu

phase shown in Fig. 10 an IBW or KAW. The distinction
between IBW and KAW may be more semantic than real.

At an aspect ratio of 3.7, the Phaedrus-T tokamak has
significant toroidicity, yet a cylindrical model appears to suf-
ficiently explain the data shown in this paper. The mode
conversion waves occur in the core plasma, which has a
large local aspect ratio, and may be why the perturbative
treatment of toroidicity is adequate. A more complete discus-
sion of when it is legitimate to invoke a cylinder approxima-
tion of the toroidal Alfvén geometry can be found in a thesis
by Vukovic,33 and is based in part on earlier work by Hell-
sten and Tennfors,34 as well computer codesISMENE30 and
LION.30 Vukovic33 also includes reflectometer data that shows
the effects of varying minority concentration.

The dispersion relationsv(kz) shown in Figs. 2 and 3
would seem to indicate slopes or group velocities]v/]kz
greater than the speed of light, infinite or negative! This is
actually a manifestation of the fact that when there is signifi-
cant damping, neither the phase nor group velocity are useful
measures of a wave envelope signal speed.31 Dissipation of
the wave creates a gross distortion of wave packets, and the
usual assumptions used to derive the propagation speed of
the wave envelope and its energy are no longer valid. The
data above in Figs. 3 and 4 show this anomaly to correlate
with the measured strong damping.

In principle, there ought to be a connection between
damping and propagation, as explained in our discussion of
the fluctuation dissipation relations inherent in Fig. 5. Con-
tinuum shear Alfve´n waves in a collisional plasma have also
been shown to obey a similar paradigm. Amagishi and
Tanaka35 demonstrated that a Kramers–Kronig relation con-
nected the real and imaginary parts of a wave dielectric func-
tion.

In summary, we have shown that small fractions of mi-
nority ions can have a large effect on the Alfve´n spectrum, as
measured at the edge. We have used a low-power frequency
sweeping technique and experimentally identified the ion–
ion hybrid Alfvén wave that was probably observed by Borg
and Cross.24 We have shown for the first time its discrete
spectrum, which results from the presence of a minority ion
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species, and suggested a statistical fluctuation dissipation re-
lation that relates fluctuations and wave damping.
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